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ABSTRACT
The rise of competitive trade practices represents a signiﬁcant development in Papua New Guinea’s
marketplaces. Overt competition and haggling, once conspicuous by their near absence, are now commonplace in the country’s betel nut marketplaces, and increasingly visible in many of the large urban
fresh food marketplaces. This has emerged with the rise of long-distance and intermediary trading,
and with increasing numbers of people dependent on trade for their livelihood. This paper explores
moral economy, and the interactions and negotiations around price between lowland betel nut producers and highland wholesale traders as they occur in marketplaces and in rural production areas.
It documents how the moral obligations that arise from trade itself, and entangled with self-interest,
tempers competition and fosters solidarity amongst traders, redirects competition onto their interactions with producers, and in doing so reinforces existing power asymmetries.
Keywords: marketplace, trade, bargaining, middlemen, moral economy, Papua New Guinea.

INTRODUCTION
The rise of competitive trade practices represents a signiﬁcant development in Papua New
Guinea’s marketplaces. Overt competition and haggling, once conspicuous by their near
absence, are now strongly evident in those marketplaces where intermediary resellers have
appeared, and where sellers are dependent on trade for their livelihoods. In the betel nut
trade, middlemen traders from the highlands pride themselves on their ability to push buying
prices down, much to the frustration of lowland betel nut producers, and vendors in the
highlands sing out to attract prospective customers. Competitive trade practices are also
increasingly visible in many of the large urban fresh food marketplaces. This paper, by
exploring interactions and negotiations around price between betel nut (and betel pepper)
producers and wholesale middlemen traders, as they occur in the different settings of lowland marketplaces and in the villages of producers, describes how social ties, moral pressures, and shared understandings of what constitutes appropriate and moral conduct in trade,
are central to the expression of competition. The paper documents how moral obligations
entangled with self-interest, tempers competition and fosters solidarity amongst traders, redirects competition onto their interactions with producers, and in doing so reinforces existing
power asymmetries.
The betel nut commodity chain is complex. Market participants are engaged in vertical
relationships with those from whom they buy and to whom they sell, and horizontal
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relationships with others at the same level of the trade. Both these sets of relationships
shape marketplace transactions. This paper is concerned, ﬁrstly, with the vertical interactions between betel nut (and betel pepper) producers and the highland wholesale traders to
whom they sell, and secondly, with the horizontal interactions amongst producers and
amongst traders to the extent they shape the buyer-seller interactions between producers
and traders.
Relations between traders and producers are diverse. In some circumstances interactions are tense and heated, marked by distrust and animosity, whereas in other contexts they
can be amicable and friendly and based on hospitality and trust (Sharp 2016). The great
majority of the time, relations between traders and producers are amicable, characterised by
some negotiation over price, a healthy degree of suspicion towards one another, and mutual
recognition that they are all trying to make a living. They complain about one another;
traders mostly about the low quality betel nut or pepper they are sold and that producers do
not understand the risks traders take, and producers about low prices and the highlanders’
bargaining tactics.
But these interactions must be understood in relation to the horizontal relationships
amongst the collectivity of traders – something I have explored in depth elsewhere (Sharp
2013) and brieﬂy recount here – and amongst the body of producers. These relationships
are characterised by different degrees of intra-group solidarity, with individuals morally
compelled to act in certain ways and to consider others when they buy and sell. Solidarity
and moral obligations were central to explaining the limited expression of competition
between buyers and sellers, amongst buyers, and amongst sellers in pre-colonial exchange
and in modern marketplaces in PNG (Epstein 1982; Keil 1977; Sahlins 1969, 1972). Moral
obligations also reduce intra-group competition in contemporary betel nut trading, but, in
the context of clear power asymmetries between producers and traders, moral obligations
have also focused competition onto the buyer-seller interaction. Traders at times ﬁnd themselves morally obligated to one another to haggle with producers. This moral imperative is,
nevertheless, entangled with other motivations. Traders, for instance, frequently ﬁnd it economically advantageous to cooperate and collude with other traders. There is then no clearcut boundary between acts of self-interest and other-interestedness.
This paper is based on geographic and ethnographic ﬁeldwork on the highlands betel
nut trade in PNG undertaken over 13-months in 2006, 2007, and 2010, and on more casual
observations while conducting ﬁeldwork for other purposes in 2009, 2010, and 2013. The
research, which adopted a ‘following’ approach (Benediktsson 2002; Cook et al. 2004; Marcus 1995), traced betel nut from lowland production areas, through numerous marketplaces
to the end consumers, and examined the different actors who shaped its trajectory. Importantly, the research was an ethnography of a trade network which incorporated multiple perspectives, rather than an ethnography of a particular trading community.
The research was multi-sited and nomadic. I worked to varying degrees in thirteen
provinces. I conducted research in marketplaces of different sizes and functions, and in gardens, rural villages, urban spaces, and other locales where betel nut moved or was transacted. I also travelled the trade routes on boats, canoes, cars, and trucks, frequently in the
company of betel nut traders and producers. I accompanied wholesale traders from the highlands on their week-long journeys to lowland marketplaces and production areas in search
of betel nut and assisted them in their daily activities. The research involved observation
and participant observation (where feasible) of processes of production, exchange, distribution, and consumption, 64 semi-structured in-depth interviews, countless casual conversations, and two large quantitative marketplace surveys (see Sharp 2012).
This paper has two main objectives. The ﬁrst is to document the rise of more competitive practices in marketplaces, including bargaining over the terms of exchange
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(price), and to emphasise this is a signiﬁcant change in marketplace trade. The second
is to explore the moral obligations between traders and producers, amongst traders, and
amongst producers, that both temper horizontal competition and intensify competition
between buyer and seller. This requires some haggling with moral economy.

NEGOTIATING MORAL ECONOMY
‘Moral economy’, stemming from Thompson (1971) and Scott (1976), has been widely
enlisted within the social sciences, often in divergent ways. This has created a lack of
conceptual clarity which has reduced the concept’s utility (see discussion in Carrier 2018;
Hann 2016; Thompson 1991). In one sense, Carrier (2018) details, moral economy is used
to describe economic activity motivated by some transcendent value, an act deemed morally good. In another, it stands for the social context (and those culturally-rooted ideas of
good and bad) that shapes economic activity. Carrier (2018:18), to clarify the concept and
draw it closer to its conceptual origins, instead ‘roots moral economic activity in the
mutual obligations that arise when people transact with each other over the course of
time’. Relationships develop and obligations emerge from a history of interactions, each
transaction builds on those before it, and provides the base for future transactions, and
from this emerge appropriate ways to act and transact. The way people exchange, and
their relationships and obligations with one another, are also mutually reinforcing and constituting (Carrier 2018:25; also Robbins and Akin 1999:7-16; Sahlins 1972:186; Sharp
2016; Busse and Sharp 2019). Over time the relationships themselves in part motivate the
interactions (Carrier 2018:30). As Carrier (2018:31) argues, ‘whether or not economic
activity or an economic realm is moral is a matter of degree rather than kind … [and] the
broader social and economic context makes moral economic activity more or less likely’.
Following this approach to moral economy, this paper details how the tenor of marketplace transactions around betel nut reﬂects the moral obligations between market actors
emerging from trade itself.
In trade and business the world over, it is common for enduring relationships and partnerships to emerge between buyer and seller, and for these relationships to entail mutual
obligations which shape the character of interactions (Carrier 1995; Bestor 2004;
Granovetter 2005). Obligation also inﬂuences the tenor of interactions between buyer and
seller, where high levels of solidarity bind a collective of buyers and/or a collective of
sellers (Keil 1977; Bestor 2004:246-7; Carrier 1995:esp. 69-74; Gudeman 2008:103-5). This
is particularly evident where a limited number of buyers or sellers dominates. The moral
obligations that bond one collectivity may, of course, disadvantage another (Gudeman
2008:103-5). Obligation, then, shapes both vertical and horizontal trading relations, and evidence of each is apparent in betel nut trading.
Shared cultural values, and ideas of moral personhood, are important reference points
against which histories of interaction emerge and obligations develop. The collective of
traders from Hagen, for instance, share understandings, albeit contested, about the kinds of
actions that are good or bad, and about what it is to be a good man, woman, clansman or
trader (A. Strathern 1971; M. Strathern 1972; Sharp 2013). And these are often not the same
as those of the people with whom they trade. The morality of haggling is clearly contested
– and I include some of my interlocutors’ thoughts on the matter – however, following Carrier (2018), my concern in this paper is not with moral evaluations of the practice, but with
how the moral obligations amongst traders, amongst producers, and between producers and
traders shape negotiations over price.
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MARKETPLACES AND COMPETITION
Marketplaces are ubiquitous throughout PNG today. For the most part, however, they are a
twentieth century colonial introduction associated with post-World War II urban growth
(Brookﬁeld 1969). Marketplace-like trading arrangements occurred in certain lowland locations – but not in the highlands – as part of the interconnected web of exchange which
operated across PNG in the pre-colonial and early colonial era.1 Established intra- and intergroup relations meant the dynamics of these trade gatherings, in particular the expression of
competition, differed signiﬁcantly from modern PNG marketplaces where a more diverse set
of buyers and sellers interact (Keil 1977), a point discussed below.
Marketplaces – like other exogenous introductions including general purpose money,
business, banking systems, cash cropping, cricket and the state – have reshaped indigenous
social and economic practices, but these institutions have equally been remade and
reinterpreted locally (Akin and Robbins 1999; Carrier and Carrier 1989; Cox 2013; Curry
2003; Sexton 1982; Sharp and Busse 2019; Kildea and Leach 1979). They have been reconﬁgured in response to locally-grounded practices and ideas about trade, exchange, sociality, gender, group relations, and emerging ideas about development (Benediktsson 2002;
Brookﬁeld 1969; Maclean 1989; Modjeska 1985; Salisbury 1970; Sharp 2013). This has
meant PNG’s marketplaces emerged to be quite distinct from their counterparts elsewhere
(Brookﬁeld 1969; cf. Alexander and Alexander 1987; 1991; Geertz 1978; Mintz 1964;
Uchendu 1967).
Early studies of modern Melanesian marketplaces observed the ‘striking absence of
any wholesale transactions’ (Epstein 1982:12) and the corresponding preponderance of
producer-sellers – people who sell food they have grown themselves to end consumers.
They also emphasised the suppression of competitive trading practices: bargaining or haggling were absent, sellers adopted a passive approach rather than eliciting sales by calling
out, and there was little overt competition amongst either sellers or buyers. A degree of solidarity regularly existed amongst vendors, who were often linked through interpersonal ties,
and sat with kin and friends in village groups within the marketplace (see Bourke 1986;
Brookﬁeld 1969; Epstein 1968, 1982; Harding 1967:218; Hogbin 1969; Howlett 1962:190;
Modjeska 1985).
In Rabaul market on the Gazelle Peninsula, for instance, the ‘tribal homogeneity’ of
vendors, and their social ties, gave Epstein (1968:143) ‘the impression of facing a body of
monopolistic sellers rather than a large number of small individual vendors in competition
with each other’ (also Epstein 1982:87, 132).2 Salisbury (1970:184) similarly noted the
‘lack of competition among sellers is sometimes an active collusion against buyers, especially if these are of a different ethnic group’. Salisbury (1970:184-5) also reported sellers
hid produce to sustain a price. Brookﬁeld (1969:19) argued that Melanesian vendors’ refusal
to haggle and to undercut the prices of other vendors was ‘collective bargaining’ by a
socially entangled body of vendors.
That marketplace vendors were not dependent on trade for their subsistence also
reduced competition; vendors, it was noted, were content to take produce home rather than
sell it for what they deemed an inadequate return. Bundles of produce were priced by convention, and substandard bundles often remained unsold. On the Gazelle, Salisbury
(1970:180) described, ‘there is no sense of bargaining over price … The trading is not
phrased as a competition between sellers and buyers, each trying to get the better of the
other, but as each side providing whatever is available, and exchanging “fairly” with the
other side’.
Competition was also lessened by local mores, as was evident on the Gazelle. There,
haggling was disapproved of (see Epstein 1982:200), and for women, who are the dominant
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vendors, ‘To “push” one’s own merchandise is to establish a spurious reputation, and is not
“good form,” so sellers sit quietly beside their produce, waiting for customers to approach’
(Salisbury 1970:183, also 179; also see Epstein 1968:143-4).3 Similar local mores shape the
contemporary marketing practices of Auhelawa (of island Milne Bay Province) for whom
marketing and earning cash is regarded as selﬁsh (Schram 2016). In the context of a small
mission station marketplace, where market participants are known to one another, vendors
‘must manage the way other people see them and their display of their wealth … they often
sit back from their goods, affecting an aloof attitude toward it and anyone looking at it’
(Schram 2016: 522-4; cf. Epstein 1982:188).
The muted expression of competition in early modern Melanesian marketplaces reﬂects
similar dynamics in pre-colonial trade (Brookﬁeld 1969; Epstein 1968, 1982; Salisbury
1970). Gell (1992:149) notes, ‘[pre-colonial] trade was carried on, and value-ratios between
commodities were set, in the absence of the “market” situation of generalised competition
between sellers to ﬁnd buyers, and among buyers to ﬁnd sellers’, and bargaining (competition between buyer and seller) was absent or subdued (cf. Sahlins 1972:297-301; Keil
1977). In these absences, social relationships rather than ‘the market’, explained the conduct
of trade and the setting of exchange rates (Gewertz 1983; Healey 1990; Modjeska 1985).
Accounts of these social relations differed. Sahlins’ (1972:297-308) and Keil’s (1977)
accounts presupposed power symmetry and emphasised diplomacy, generosity and solidarity within trading relations. Keil emphasised that non-partnership trade tended to be dyadic
interactions between a solidary group of buyers and a solidary group of sellers. Transactions
occurred between individuals, but a sense of allegiance, shared purpose, and moral obligation compelled individuals to act in the interests of their own group. This established conventional rates, for if in a transaction one group member was to accept a lower rate, or offer
too much, then this would pressure his entire group to do likewise: ‘Individuals simply [did]
not have the opportunity to accept less or charge more than the fair amount’ (Keil
1977:273-4; see Sahlins 1972:277-314).
By contrast, Modjeska (1985) – drawing on Godelier’s (1977) account of Baruya salt
traders, and Gewertz’s (1983) study of middle Sepik ﬁsh-for-sago barter gatherings –
emphasised power asymmetries, and argued transactions were frequently premised on an
‘undiplomatic trade inequality’ – ‘trickery and terror rather than overbalanced generosity
actually sets the [exchange] rates’ (1985:149) (see also Carrier and Carrier 1989:158-9).
Both interpretations, nevertheless, ﬁnd the terms of exchange (price) in most cases were
manipulated by means other than haggling – although this is not to suggest parties were disinterested in the terms of exchange.
Studies in highland marketplaces in the 1970-80s documented practices that suggest a
degree of competition. In Mt. Hagen, Jackson and Kolta (1974:36) noted, ‘Sellers do compete against one another. If a buyer needs change the Hagen seller, unlike many of her
coastal counterparts, will ﬁnd it rather than let the customer go elsewhere’. Of a small marketplace in the Jimi Valley c.1980 Maclean (1989:82-3) commented that ‘Buyers generally
deal with substandard lots by unfavourable comments and refusals to buy’, and although
some bargaining was evident in response to unpredictable pricing by male sellers it was
‘usually without any great success – men, like women, may simply withdraw their wares’.
In some marketplaces vendors reduced prices (increased bundle size) to encourage sales,
although not at the behest of a prospective buyer (Hide unpublished 1978:38). It is safe to
say, in most marketplaces and in most situations competition was considerably subdued.
Where competitive practices did occur in early marketplaces it was particularly associated with intermediaries and outsiders. Indeed it was frequently outsiders who took up intermediary roles (Brookﬁeld 1969:2).4 This was also the case in early colonial and, likely,
pre-colonial trade. In barter trade among the Wola (Southern Highlands Province), for
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instance, ‘Strangers may press for higher returns than relatives, and so provoke heated
bargaining’, although this bargaining was not oriented towards proﬁt (Sillitoe 1978:271).
And among the Maring (Jiwaka Province) bargaining did not occur in past exchanges but
emerged in interactions between strangers following the cessation of warfare, enforced by
the colonial administration (Healey 1990:298, 317). Antagonistic trade relations, and more
intense negotiation, also occurred where people were dependent on trade. This was evident
in the ﬁsh-for-sago trading around the Sepik River and in Manus Province where, in both
cases, ﬁshing communities who relied on trade for their staple carbohydrate were the more
assertive traders (Carrier and Carrier 1989:157-8; Gewertz 1983:19).5
In the country’s fresh food marketplaces today, competition is in general subdued. In
Goroka’s large fresh food marketplaces, where intermediaries are few, there remains ‘a
noticeable absence of people haggling over price and quality, and an absence of vendors
exhorting people to buy their produce’ (Busse 2012 unpublished:5; see Busse 2019),
although some vendors periodically call out prices (Barnett-Naghshineh 2019).6 And in
Alotau, the provincial capital of Milne Bay, Schram (2016:527) notes, prices are ‘ﬁxed by
consensus not competition’ and sellers make money not by competing but by patiently
waiting, often for days and in uncomfortable conditions, for their goods to sell, and by
avoiding spending their returns during this time. In small rural marketplaces where buyers
and sellers are intimately known to each other haggling is absent (see Schram 2016: 522-4).
In contemporary marketplaces in PNG competition is most evident, as in the past,
where strangers and intermediaries are present, and where some participants are dependent
on trade for their subsistence. (Carrier (1995) similarly describes the emergence of more
competitive and impersonal trade practices, and their association with the changing structure
of trade, in eighteenth century England). High levels of internal migration and urban growth
in PNG, alongside limited wage employment and income earning opportunities, has meant
increasing numbers of Papua New Guineans, particularly in large urban centres, rely on
marketplaces and on reselling to make a living. PNG’s marketplaces, once distinguished by
the absence of intermediaries, today increasingly resemble their counterparts elsewhere in
the developing world. Reselling is now common in many of the large fresh food marketplaces including in Port Moresby, Lae, Hagen, Kokopo and Kimbe, and competitive practices are evident in these locations (Mullen et al. 2015; Wang 2014).7 Intermediary
participation and market dependence is greatest, and overtly competitive marketplace behaviour is most prominent, in PNG’s betel nut trade, which is the focus of the remainder of the
paper.

THE HIGHLANDS BETEL NUT TRADE
Betel nut is a mild indigenous stimulant chewed widely throughout PNG, and Asia. It is the
country’s most signiﬁcant domestic cash crop, and in terms of rural incomes it is comparable to the dominant export crops – coffee, oil palm and cocoa (Allen et al. 2009:286). The
sale of betel nut is an important livelihood strategy in both rural and urban areas, and the
most visible manifestation of a ﬂourishing informal economy.
Betel nut (the fruit of the Areca catechu palm), and the betel pepper (Piper betle) and
powdered lime (calcium hydroxide) with which it is chewed, are produced in lowland and
coastal areas of PNG. There it is a substance of cultural signiﬁcance that features in people’s
cosmology. It has long been used to welcome, make friends, placate enemies, mark ritual
events, exchange, and consume as an everyday drug. The substance was absent from the
pre-colonial highlands, but since the 1960s, and particularly the 1980s, increasing numbers
of highlanders have begun chewing. This drove the emergence of a large and lucrative trade
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(Hirsch 1990; Sharp 2012). The urban centre of Mt. Hagen is the economic hub of the highlands region, and the betel nut trade.
The long-distance trade into the highlands is most clearly characterised by the extent of
wholesaling and the proliferation of intermediaries. The betel nut trade (in which I include
the trade in its accompaniments) is complex and involves a diverse array of actors – three or
more intermediaries typically separate the lowland producer and highland consumer. The
trade is driven by wholesale traders from the highlands who travel long distances and at
great risk to life and ﬁnances in search of betel nut (Sharp 2013).8 These traders, baia in
Tok Pisin (from ‘buyer’), trade at a signiﬁcant scale. The largest traders, known as hevi
baia, trade in very large volumes and invest substantial amounts of money. In surveys at
Hagen’s Kaiwei Market in 2007, the largest trader invested over K60,000 (AUD 25,000) to
buy 12.5 tonnes of betel nut in a single buying trip. If hevi baia (taken as those trading over
2000 kg) are excluded, the average amount traded by a trader on a buying trip is still
830 kg, which requires an investment of K3000-4000 (AUD 1200-1700).
Betel nut and betel pepper produce year round although they do show seasonality,
more so in some areas than others. Differences in geography and climate throughout the
country mean the timing of low and high production periods differ from place to place, and
this patterns the movement of traders. The wholesale traders buy from producers in urban
marketplaces, at transit hubs along the main transport routes, and in distant rural production
areas throughout the lowlands. Where these transactions occur inﬂuences the character of
the transactions, a point to which I return.
Once they have purchased their betel nut, traders transport their cargo down rivers,
around the coastline and up the Highlands Highway (Figure 1). In the highlands the betel
nut is resold several times. Wholesale traders ﬁrst on-sell whole bags to marketplace vendors who repackage the betel nut into smaller bags or small heaps of nuts. The customers of

Figure 1: Betel nut trade routes in Papua New Guinea c. 2007-2010
Source: Adapted from Allen et al. (2009: 391). Data compiled by R. M. Bourke and author.
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these vendors then resell the betel nut to the end consumers in small roadside marketplaces
in both urban and rural areas, from small stalls in residential areas (such as those discussed
by Rooney 2019), and from their pockets and string bags in the urban business districts.
There are also intermediaries who trade on behalf of others, and transport the betel nut. The
trade is competitive and rife with opportunism. Prices broadly follow a seasonal pattern
reﬂecting the supply reaching the end-market. This is interrupted by daily variation in supply (and price) caused by, for instance, broken bridges, delayed ships, landowner roadblocks, and landslides preventing produce from reaching the highlands. Price can shift
rapidly, and at any one time multiple prices exist (cf. Alexander and Alexander 1991). Price
is also negotiated, including between traders and producers.
Wholesale traders are overwhelmingly highlanders and predominantly men, especially
those who travel further aﬁeld. Traders from the Mt. Hagen area, are the dominant group of
traders in many of the lowland marketplaces and rural buying areas. They frequently outnumber other traders, and typically trade at a larger scale (Sharp 2013:esp.235-6, 250), and
for this reason the research focuses on this group. Betel nut and betel pepper producers are
both men and women. In common with fresh food marketplaces, women are the most
numerous vendors, although sometimes selling on behalf of male kin, and often accompanied by them (see Epstein 1982; Benediktsson 2002) (The gendered dimensions of
producer-trader relations are discussed later, however a thorough examination of this is
beyond the scope of the paper (but see Barnett-Naghshineh 2019; Curry et al. 2019)). Plant
ecology also means producers are, by deﬁnition, lowlanders.9 Although ‘highlanders’ and
‘lowlanders’ are admittedly imperfect designations (cf. Hays 1993), they are useful here due
to their (in)congruency with betel nut and betel pepper production areas. The location of the
transactions – whether in a large urban marketplace or in the producers’ villages – strongly
inﬂuences the interactions between producers and traders, and the tenor of negotiations over
price.

BARGAINING IN LOWLAND BETEL NUT MARKETPLACES
For producers travelling to Wewak, the day starts early, often before dawn. Having
harvested the previous day, producers board open-back trucks for town. Most trucks arrive
at the town marketplaces early to mid-morning. For producers who live relatively close to
town, this trip is often made one or two times each week, perhaps more. For those who live
more distant, trips to town are less frequent. In the marketplace, the women producers sit
cross-legged on the ground on a piece of cardboard or an old produce bag with their betel
nut, in bunches or small 10kg rice bags, laid out in front of them. Many also bring fresh
food items to sell.10 It is here the producers encounter visiting betel nut traders (Figure 2).
Wewak’s marketplaces, like other lowland betel nut marketplaces, are lively sites of
commerce and sociality. This section details some of the diversity of trade interactions
across different marketplaces. The subsequent section is a more detailed ethnographic
account of a particular marketplace. Transactions are in most cases impersonal and
bargaining is the norm. Bargaining can be passive – traders make an offer and the producers
can take it or leave it – or it may be heated and involve verbal altercations. More negotiation
occurs over the price of bunches of betel nut, which vary widely in size, than it does for
bags which are standardized.11 Transactions occur and prices are negotiated between individuals, rather than competitive bidding from more than one buyer.
Traders may negotiate for several bunches at a time. Traders ﬂash their money to entice
producers, and negotiations are done quickly to confuse the producers who are less practised
in arithmetic. Traders may also resort to persistent hard bargaining. The following
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Figure 2: Traders buying bunches of betel nut from producer-sellers in Wewak’s Dagua
marketplace, East Sepik. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

negotiations occurred between a male trader from Hagen and a female producer-seller in
Wewak’s Dagua marketplace. For safety, women are often accompanied in the marketplace
by male kin (also see Beer 2008:101), and commonly, friends, family and onlookers become
involved in negotiations. The liveliest exchanges draw a small crowd.
Trader:
Producer:
Trader:
Producer:
Trader:
Producer:
Producer’s son:
Trader:
Lowland (male) onlooker:

How much?
K15.
I will give K10.
K10 no, K15.
And I said I will give K10.
You cannot take it for whatever you want.
Buy it [at K15] and take it.
Shut your mouth, you are too small.
Forget it, another trader will buy it.

But the trader persisted and in the end got his price, although not without being verbally lambasted by the producer-seller.
Negotiation on occasion can descend to stand-over tactics and intimidation, particularly
if a trader perceives a producer to be stubbornly sticking to an unreasonable price. At
40-Mile marketplace in the Markham Valley I witnessed a male trader in a disagreement
with a female producer over the price of a bunch of betel nut. The encounter ended when
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the trader grabbed the betel nut, threw a few notes on the ground (less than what the producer demanded), and marched off. The producer left the money sitting on the ground for
several minutes, until it was clear the trader would not return, before she reluctantly picked
it up. In this case the trader’s actions, which look much like theft, were tolerated, but this is
not always the case, as I discuss below. Most transactions, however, are conducted relatively calmly. Transactions frequently involve very little verbal exchange, with some transactions conducted through physical and wordless offers and acceptances of cash. Of course,
quiet exchanges do not necessarily mean the producer is pleased with the sum received.
Producers in all the lowland marketplaces complain of how highland traders bargain
(cf. Anderson 2008:65, 69-70). It is common to hear bargaining discussed as something
highlanders have introduced, that it is not a good way to transact, and it is not the habit of
lowlanders to bargain.12 Highlanders are commonly perceived by lowlanders to be aggressive and to display avarice, and undifferentiated in the minds of many non-highlanders they
are a visible migrant group in the lowland urban centres who are often seen with considerable disdain (Beer 2006, 2008:104; Goddard 2001:17).13 Producers commonly refer to highlanders in such stereotypes, and contrast a generalised pan-highlands mode of behaviour
with a pan-lowlands one.
There is a clear power imbalance in the producer-trader interaction. Producers are more
often than not price-takers. Once producers reach the marketplace they have incurred the
costs of transport and in some cases labour costs, and they have harvested the betel nut,
which must be sold before it deteriorates. The fresh mit (ﬁrm and rubbery) betel nut
demanded by highland consumers has around a week to reach its end consumer. Betel pepper has only three or four days. Non-specialist fresh food producers may be able to consume
what remains unsold at the end of the day, and are therefore disinclined to drop prices
(Epstein 1982; Modjeska 1985), but betel nut or pepper producers gain nothing from holding onto their produce. Many producers also want to return home rather than spend a night
in town. Producers therefore must sell, and traders are all too aware of this. A producer from
the Turubu area (East Sepik) commented on selling in Wewak:
When [traders] reduce the price, we feel bad in our hearts but we do not have
another way to get money so we must sell. Because our money is betel nut, we
sell it, get money and buy the things we need. So when they come and bargain
with us, we are accepting … it is alright, we did not cut the palm down to sell it,
we just picked it and the palm is still standing … we will sell again.
Some producers react to their position by ﬁlling the centre of their bags with poor quality nuts and sometimes leaves, sticks, rocks and other rubbish. On one buying trip, in which
I accompanied a group of traders to Popondetta, the bags purchased by the traders contained
a considerable proportion of betel nuts which the traders deemed unsellable in Mt. Hagen.
On the second day of buying, for instance, the traders purchased just over 7 tonnes of betel
nut. Of this around 2.5 tonnes (35%) was discarded. One betel pepper producer from Karkar
Island justiﬁed such tactics:
Our livelihoods aren’t good, that is why we come here. The highlanders come
down and just play with us … That is why we do these things, everything must
be fair. They want betel pepper, we want money. That is why we do these things.
To make it fair for us.
Traders push prices ever lower to compensate. Most traders would happily pay more if
they could be assured of quality, and most producers would provide higher quality betel nut
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if their efforts were rewarded by the price, but in the absence of trust and sustained relations
both parties expect the worst.
Enduring and trustful relationships commonly exist between traders and producers
when they transact in production areas (discussed below), however, such relationships are
uncommon in the transactions within the large marketplaces for several reasons. Firstly, the
scale at which most traders operate means they buy from numerous producers, from different places. Secondly, the frequency with which both traders and producers attend the marketplaces means traders do not regularly encounter the same producers. This has created a
space for some individuals to earn a living through mediating these negotiations. These
intermediaries are mostly young highlands men who are resident on the coast and regulars
at a particular market, and who are therefore able to develop relationships with both producers and traders. Lastly, and most importantly, when regular interactions do emerge
between a trader and a producer, the interactions commonly shift to the producer’s village.
Most marketplace transactions are, then, not within enduring relationships.
Producers air frustrations that the haggling traders do not recognise their ‘hard work’
in planting betel nut, caring for it, harvesting, packing and transporting it. Producers like
that traders buy their betel nut, but they also question traders’ rights to proﬁt from the productive work of others (also see Busse 2019).14 While producers foreground their productive work in contributing to betel nut’s end value, traders frame their rights to a larger slice
of the proceeds around risk and the expenses associated with long-distance trading. Similar
discussions around what creates value, and the morality of reselling and of money making
money (rather than money as a medium of exchange), have since Aristotle featured in Western thought (see discussions in, for example, Carrier 1995; Gudeman 2001:esp. 10-11;
Thompson 1971). There is also a distinct distrust of intermediaries in PNG (Benediktsson
2002:179-180; A. Strathern 1984:80). Producers hear stories of the price of betel nut in the
highlands, and they frequently perceive the difference between this and the price they
receive as evidence they are being cheated. Few producers have ﬁrst-hand experience of the
sometimes ﬁckle highland marketplaces or the hazardous routes to get there, and it frustrated traders that producers, when they accused them of greed and beneﬁtting disproportionately from their exchanges, did not seem to recognise the risks they faced as traders.
One of the traders whom I accompanied to Popondetta and who was forced to discard large
amounts of poor quality betel nut, complained of the producers there:
They think that we get lots of money but they do not think of our expenses. Hiring vehicles, hiring boats, buying food, paying labourers, paying gate fees … We
risk our lives, carrying cash around, boats sinking, car accidents. These costs they
do not know about … we get angry because they do not sell us good quality
betel nut.
Indeed, many traders have seen their load of betel nut rot on the wharf, and many have
drowned at sea or been killed in road accidents, including traders who contributed to this
research. These risks, traders highlighted, also obliged traders to work together, and frustrated traders when others failed to acknowledge this (Sharp 2013:244-6).15
Traders, as resellers, make their living from the difference between their trading
expenses and their selling prices. Traders face bargaining pressure from their customers,
who are also resellers, so they must keep their buying price down to make a proﬁt –
bargaining is a good way to achieve this. Producers inherently distrust traders and privately
accuse them of lying about the prices they receive in the highlands. The reality is that
traders receive prices higher than what they tell producers but lower than the inﬂated perceptions producers hold (cf. Anderson 2008:69). Producers most often eventually accept the
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prices offered by the traders but their frustration with their position can spark violence. One
betel pepper producer described:
Lots of times we ﬁght them. [Traders] come and get betel pepper however they
want to … reduce the price. We get angry and frustrated, so we hit them. We ﬁght
with them, afterwards we ﬁx it by paying compensation, we collect money and
give it to them … that is how we market.
Minor scufﬂes help shape prices, and regulate behaviour in the marketplace, but larger
conﬂicts that restrict trade are counterproductive. As A. Strathern (1971:216) noted of precolonial times, ‘trade does not necessarily make friends, but it is important, if the trade is to
continue, not to make enemies.’ Disgruntled producers may refuse supply or supply poorer
quality nuts.
Physical confrontations, and threats of violence, are reasonably common. For some
traders they consider other risks if they are too sharp in their dealings (cf. Godelier
1971:63). One of Hagen’s emerging large traders, explained:
We are afraid of those who do sorcery or ‘poison’. If you follow their wishes you
will travel alright. If you do not follow their wishes and you anger them, [for
example] if they want K100 for their betel nut and you bargain them down to
K50 or K60 [then] they will be angry. If they are angry, they will ruin you. You
will have a car accident, or your boat will capsize and you will go into the water
… If they are content then you will travel safely home.
Amongst Hageners, anger is recognised as a malevolent force that can bring misfortune
(M. Strathern 1972). Many traders, then, attempt to negotiate with producers, explain their
reasons for dropping the price, and ‘grease’ them, so they remain wanbel (in agreement, or
of the same mind/heart). The following examines the dynamics of negotiation in one particular marketplace, Kubugam.

COLLUSION AND NEGOTIATION IN A MARKETPLACE
Kubugam is a small village along Madang’s North Coast Road. It sits in a small sheltered
cove facing Karkar Island, the largest source of betel pepper for the highlands. Each morning, except Sunday, betel pepper producers travel from their villages on the island’s lower
slopes and load their baskets of betel pepper into dinghies for the run across to the mainland. When they arrive at Kubugam the highland traders are waiting on the shoreline. When
prices in the highlands are high, competition between buyers is ﬁerce. Traders wade and
even swim out to the boats in order to secure a purchase (Figure 3). This can be serious, but
often there is an element of humour to their ‘races’ (resis).16 Conversely, when prices in the
highlands are low, instead of a frenzied rush, traders feign disinterest.
Nearby in a small rural fresh food marketplace, women vendors sit quietly behind their
produce in a fashion familiar to rural marketplaces throughout the region. Kubugam’s betel
pepper marketplace has quite a different character. This is a wholesale marketplace, the producers selling are both men and women, and the sellers are generally standing and often do
not closely attend their produce.
When the betel pepper arrives on the beach the traders set about reserving betel pepper
baskets. They indicate which baskets they intend to buy both verbally and often by rearranging a producer’s baskets on the shoreline. When highland prices are very high traders
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Figure 3: Traders wade into the water to reserve betel pepper baskets at Kubugam, Madang.
[Color ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

negotiate and pay immediately to secure a purchase. More often traders reserve baskets
without either paying or even setting a price, much to the frustration of producers who
sometimes react by again rearranging the baskets to reassert ownership. Traders for the most
part respect the right of other traders to reserve baskets. Arguments, and occasionally physical confrontations, occur with those who do not.17
Traders generally do not transport the betel pepper until late in the afternoon – there is
no advantage arriving in Hagen before the following morning’s trading starts – so although
there is a rush in the early morning to reserve baskets, transactions often do not occur until
the afternoon. This gives traders time to phone friends in Hagen to get information on supply and prices there, and for them to discuss with other traders at Kubugam the price they
will offer. Traders and producers informally convene in separate groups and discuss what
they will offer or accept. Traders then make their offers. If this price is not accepted they
may reconvene to determine another price. This can be a protracted process. Price negotiations are not done collectively; rather they occur between a single trader and a single producer. A number of traders negotiate with different producers at the same time but all with
the same price. Once a transaction has occurred, other producers are loath to receive less
and equally other traders are reluctant to pay more, so the price of the ﬁrst few transactions
each day sets a benchmark price for subsequent transactions (cf. Keil 1977). Traders commonly expressed the sentiment that traders, when setting both their buying and selling
prices, should consider, and perhaps consult, other traders, and trade at the same price
(Sharp 2013:esp. 241-5). If a trader pushes up prices too much, it constricts the space in
which others have to operate. Giving space ( givim spes) to others to make a living is often
spoken of as good practice amongst traders, and indeed other market actors. Producers
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expressed a similar ideal amongst themselves. For various reasons, however, individuals
amongst both producers and traders do often break rank and act individually. This can draw
strong criticism, anger and even, at least in the case of traders, violent sanction (for examples, see Sharp 2013:244).
Part of the tactics employed by traders is to wait until the late afternoon before they
make their offers. When supply is high and prices low, traders show indifference to buying.
Much to the angst and frustration of producers, the traders pass the time socialising and
playing cards with each other, ignoring the producers. Producers and traders know betel
pepper is highly perishable and will fetch a lower price, or may be unsellable, the next day.
The islanders are also keen to make the crossing back to Karkar before nightfall. This plays
into the traders’ hands. As the day wears on producers are quicker to break rank and concede to a lower price.
Prices can be volatile, and at times very low. In less than a week in October/November
2007 I recorded the price rising from K60 to K130 per basket due to a supply shortage. In
the peak season of February 2007 the price was K10, and I was told not long before it had
reached as low as K5. Prices reportedly follow a seasonal pattern, although they can change
signiﬁcantly at any time of year. It costs K5 to transport each basket to Kubugam, plus K20
each way per person, and for some the paid labour costs for harvesting.18 Understandably
the Karkar Islanders were frustrated by such low prices and by the highlanders’ aggressive
bargaining. According to one Karkar producer/trader ‘[bargaining] is not good practice! It is
not the way to sell things. It is bad, but the thinking of men is to reduce the price.’ Healey
(1990:348) highlighted that the appearance of haggling in the early colonial period in interactions between strangers was an expression of inequality between those centrally located in
the emerging economy and those on its margins. A similar inequality is evident in the betel
nut trade. The critique of bargaining by producers is in part because bargaining demonstrates, and is a regular reminder of, their subordinate position.
When Kubugam was heavily supplied, traders exploited the competition between producers. The producers, despite all coming from Karkar, and the majority from the Takia language group, were only occasional collaborators. Producers reported withholding supply to
increase prices but coordination was difﬁcult and self-interest regularly split any tenuous
unity. One producer remarked:
It is not good when one person marks the price at K40 and another man prices
[his betel pepper] at K30. It is better if they all go with the same mind and agree
to sell at K40; but not if one person hides and sells for himself, and another also
sells for himself. They are possessed by money now.
In response to the low prices created by over-supply and competition, in early 2007 a
committee was formed by members of the Kubugam host community, and a selling timetable established. The idea was to allocate each producing community certain days to sell, and
to restrict the number of baskets arriving on any one day.19 By doing so it was hoped both
Kubugam and highland prices would be maintained at levels beneﬁcial to both producers
and traders. The timetable, however, failed to gain broad support, and it proved impossible
to manage the desires of the producers and coordinate the people from the different villages
involved. It was also led primarily by the host community, who felt sorry for the producers,
and for whom the accommodation of stranded producers had become burdensome. Producers had mixed feelings. Some believed people should be free to sell when and how they
pleased, that they should not be constrained from making a living, although they acknowledged this, at times, led to oversupply and low prices. Others thought the scheme good in
theory but difﬁcult at best to implement.
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At Kubugam, and other betel nut marketplaces, producers and traders clearly do not
enter the marketplace as individuals. Instead they hold social connections with others,
including those developed through trading, that encourage and oblige them to operate in
particular ways. Producers travel to the marketplace with friends, kin and others from the
same village, with whom they sit and confer on price. But, the large marketplaces are comprised of producers from many different communities. Some are people known from neighbouring villages or belong to groups with whom they have customary exchange relations,
but most are people with whom they possess no substantial bonds or obligations. So while a
high level of solidarity and moral compulsion to cooperate exists amongst different subsets
of producers, this does not extend to the body of producers as a whole.
Traders are much more successful in cooperating due to their small numbers, mutual
interests, and shared sense of fraternity (Sharp 2013; cf. Carrier and Carrier 1989:163). In
PNG, relationships of kinship and friendship emerge through, among other things, acts of
sharing and cooperation in work, exchange and conﬂict (A. Strathern & Stewart 2000:
21-41). Kinship is deﬁned by these qualities, yet at the same time it is the existence of these
qualities that makes kin, that is, it is by behaving in the manner of kin that persons may
become rendered as kin (Robbins and Akin 1999). When betel nut traders from Hagen
travel together, they display many of those same characteristics that, in Hagen, connect people as kin. They share food, transport, resources, and information, they sleep in the same
places, ﬁght alongside each other, ensure one another’s safety, work together, and cooperate
in exchange. Their travels together are often cited as the basis for the moral expectations
traders have towards one another (Sharp 2013:239-42; cf. Healey 1990:349). This does not,
however, constitute a generalized morality that encompasses all traders, rather their obligations are contextual and relationally particular (cf. Read 1955:260).
Solidarity is further reinforced by the dominance of traders from Hagen amongst the
body of traders in many lowland marketplaces. The obligations that exist amongst Hagen’s
traders through their travels together, and often through group afﬁliation and marriage
(bonds which are further strengthened through cooperation in trade) means the collectivity
of traders often then ﬁnd themselves bound to cooperate; and their dominant position means
other traders need to follow suit, or be pulled into line (Sharp 2013:244-5). This means the
moral ties of a subset of traders, also entangle others and compel them – through fear,
threat, and personal beneﬁt, rather than moral suasion – to act in similar fashion.
There is often a high degree of competition amongst traders. Betel nut trading,
encompassed under the category of bisnis, has emerged in Hagen as a new arena of competition between men belonging to different groups, but also men from within the same clan.
But, as I have argued elsewhere, it is commonly considered that traders should be both companions and rivals. Betel nut traders ﬁnd themselves in much the same position as clansmen
– the group (clan/collective of traders) is both a source of cooperation and the locus for competition. The collective of traders also mimic intra-clan relations in that in external relations –
in this case trading away from home – there is pressure and advantage to presenting group
unity, while internally there may be considerable disunity (Sharp 2013; A. Strathern 1971).
Urban marketplaces and rural wholesale marketplaces, like Kubugam, are sites of transaction. They are also places to glean information, and where traders and producers may
meet and establish relationships that lead them to the producer’s haus dua (house door).

RELATIONS AT THE HAUS DUA
‘I give them betel nut, then [the traders] chew and we sit down [in the marketplace] and talk and I ask them to come and buy betel nut in the village’
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Mary, a betel nut producer, Turubu, East Sepik.
On one trip I accompanied a group of traders from Hagen to the East Sepik. After
spending several days in Wewak’s marketplaces to assess prevailing prices, and to speak
with, observe, and predict the movement of other traders (and thus the future supply in
Hagen), the traders left town to buy in a rural area, Turubu, a short truck ride from Wewak.
We were hosted there by Mary (quoted above) and her family, with whom one of the traders
had over many years developed a close relationship. That afternoon word went out, and the
following day producers from Turubu and nearby villages arrived carrying bunches and
10kg rice bags of betel nuts. The transactions at Mary’s haus dua were in stark contrast to
those in the town marketplaces.
At the haus dua, the PNG equivalent of the farm gate, traders do not have the same
dominance they do in the more impersonal marketplaces. Producers are on their own land,
surrounded by kin, neighbours and friends. They feel conﬁdent and can exert considerable
agency. The traders are on others’ customary land, rather than the contested urban turf, and
are considerably outnumbered by the producers which limits their ability to bargain. The
position of producers is bolstered by the fact they have not incurred any travel expenses and
as Mary explained: ‘If they come to the village and try to bargain, they cannot, we remain
steady because we are in our place. We have not harvested yet, the betel nut is still on the
tree.’ Despite the shift in power, many traders prefer to buy at the haus dua, within
established and enduring relations. Prices may be higher in the village, but they are more
predictable, and traders are better able to ensure quality. Buying in the village also ensures a
trader can buy their desired quantity, as they do not have to contend with competing traders.
The development of enduring trade relations, within which short-term proﬁt is forfeited for
long-term gain, is common throughout the world where there is a high level of uncertainty
and risk, typically regarding the availability of information on the quality of commodities
being exchanged, their price and the reliability of transactors (Geertz 1978; Alexander and
Alexander 1991).
Relations at the haus dua are also often characterised by friendship, hospitality and
trust (Sharp 2016:81-3). Traders who buy at the haus dua frequently concentrate their buying in a limited number of areas. During their regular visits, traders develop enduring and
often friendly relations with some of the producers, and this is reﬂected in the conduct of
trade.20 Traders in such relationships are trusted to pay a fair price (peim honest) – that is,
to be truthful with producers about their returns in the highlands, and to not take an overly
large share – and producers are trusted to sell quality betel nut. There is also, I believe, a
genuine concern for one another’s wellbeing (Sharp 2016). The conduct of trade remains
relationally speciﬁc, that is, shaped by the degree of amity and mutual recognition between
individual traders and individual producers. Interactions are not antagonistic, but a degree of
wariness remains. Conﬂict is uncommon, although not absent.
When traders arrive in a village, they negotiate a bag price, sometimes with a committee. This is a discussion rather than adversarial haggling. If market conditions are stable, the
traders may simply reafﬁrm a price set previously. If agreement cannot be reached, traders
are more likely to buy elsewhere rather than push an unacceptable price. The subsequent
transactions between individuals are not further negotiated, so generally the producers know
the price before they harvest. Bunch prices are less predictable, but on few occasions did I
witness any questioning of the price offered by a trader.
Although price is not determined by haggling, traders may manipulate price in other
ways. For example, at Turubu on this occasion the 10kg rice bag price was ﬁrst set at K30,
but into the second day of buying the traders had purchased their desired volume and
claimed to have ﬁnished their money, which they used as a ruse to reduce the price to K25,
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which the producers accepted. Traders also at times collude to control prices by boycotting
buying in certain villages if they deem producers there unreasonable in their demands
(Sharp 2013:241). In the same way that traders do not engage in competitive bidding in the
urban marketplaces, in rural areas traders avoid encroaching on the rural buying areas of
other traders, and are expected to follow the prices set by others – it was often stated that
traders should not, ‘disturb’ the activities of other traders. Such shared understandings mean
that although producers have greater agency at the haus dua, they remain largely price
takers. Often producers have few other income sources, carrying betel nut to town is time
consuming and costs money, and there is nothing gained from letting their betel nut dry on
the palm.
Most traders who buy in the village, however, want a fair price rather than the lowest
price. This means, counterintuitively, the village price may be higher than in town.21 Different parties may, of course, perceive the same transaction in different ways. Traders may
believe they are paying a fair price and see themselves offering a ‘service’ to rural people
without another income source, while producers, hearing stories of the proﬁts traders can
make, may see themselves as hoodwinked and under-remunerated (cf. Carrier and Carrier
1989:156-162; Lipset 2017:159-60).
The purpose of discussing the haus dua, in contrast to the larger marketplace, is to
emphasise that space and place are not immaterial (also see Busse and Sharp 2019). The
production village and the lowland marketplace – the sites of transactions between producers and traders – present very different contexts for trade. The speciﬁc locale is also
important. Each gives rise to a particular set of power relations, amongst a particular constellation of actors, and this inﬂuences how ideas about competition, solidarity and moral
obligations manifest and how transactions occur. These power relations are constantly contested and negotiated in the construction of markets.

PRODUCERS, TRADERS, WOMEN AND MEN
This paper has focused on the categories of trader and producer and the power asymmetries
between these two roles. These roles, I have emphasised, also mark an important cultural distinction (highland/lowland). But it is important to also remark on the extent to which these
are also gendered relations, particularly because ‘production’ and ‘transaction’ are often
idealised as, respectively, female and male roles (A. Strathern 1979; M. Strathern 1972).
Some traders, including some of the largest, are women, but those who travel to the
lowland marketplaces, particularly those more distant locations, are overwhelmingly men
(some of whom are agents for women traders).22 Betel nut and pepper producers are both
men and women, and both men and women are engaged in the transactions with the highland traders. Women producers are visible sitting and selling in marketplaces, but they are
often watched over by male kin, and regularly sell produce on their behalf – perhaps women
sell so their male kin do not suffer the indignity of unequal relations with other men, as
Gewertz (1983:99-100) commented of ﬁsh-for-sago transactions in the Sepik. Although men
generally do not sit selling betel nut in the marketplace, they do frequently sell standing on
the periphery. So, although relations between traders and producers frequently appear as
interactions between men and women, it is important not to overstate the gendered nature of
the transactions.
Further, although here I have focused on the haggling of highland men, and there is
clearly an element of masculinity to their conduct, bargaining and competitive trade practices should not be imagined as solely a male practice (cf. Salisbury 1970:177-180). Those
women traders who do travel to the lowland marketplaces behave just as their male
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counterparts do. They may of course be emulating established practices in what is a male
dominated domain – in pre-colonial times, more adversarial commodity-type exchange relations occurred with strangers, and it was men who were more frequently involved in these
interactions (Sahlins 1972). But, women marketplace vendors in the highlands bargain with
the traders when in the highland marketplaces, and in the country’s fresh food marketplaces
women resellers bargain with producers and exploit those same weaknesses of the producer
position as do betel nut traders. Inequalities emerge primarily from the structural inequalities
in the marketing position between producers and traders. At the same time, women do not
have equal access to the trader role, with women’s movement frequently more curtailed than
men’s, and men are generally reluctant producer-sellers (Barnett-Naghshineh 2019).

CONCLUSION
Marketplaces, as spaces to buy, sell and socialise, are pervasive in the lives of most Papua
New Guineans, and the changes that occur in these spaces both reﬂect and herald wider trajectories of economic change in the country. This paper presents ethnographic detail on the
character of transactions in contemporary marketplaces in PNG and it documents a key
development, the rise of more competitive trade practices. The overt competition and haggling now commonplace in betel nut marketplaces, and increasingly visible in large urban
fresh food marketplaces, has been driven, in particular, by increased interaction between
strangers in long-distance trade, and the growing number of intermediaries and people
dependent on trade for their subsistence. These developments are closely entangled, and are
themselves products of larger processes, including internal migration, increased mobility,
urban growth, pressure on livelihoods and land, and changes in consumption practices and
social values.
The rise of more competitive trade practices, including haggling, reﬂects the growing
prevalence and signiﬁcance of impersonal transactions in people’s daily lives in PNG. That
is, an increasing proportion of transactions are focused on establishing relationships between
objects (commodity exchange) rather than relationships between people (gift exchange) (see
Carrier 1995). PNG has undergone rapid socio-economic change, and the growing signiﬁcance of impersonal transactions has created moral angst (see Busse 2019), much as it did
in eighteenth century England (Carrier 1995; Thompson 1971), although clearly in a very
different context. People sell coffee, cocoa and oil palm, and the money earned is spent in
urban stores on rice, tinned ﬁsh and mobile phones – they do this in relatively impersonal
ways. Impersonal trade is not new, but it has become more common (see Carrier 1995:62;
Carrier and Carrier 1989:159-63).
This is not to ignore that relationships between people frequently motivate these impersonal transactions, and, for example, purchases from the village tradestores clearly involve
personal relations (Curry 2005). Commodity-type transactions may also contribute to creating and maintaining relationships between people (Sharp 2016; Busse 2019). Particularly
for rural people, personal transactions continue to underpin subsistence. Nevertheless, an
increasing proportion of people’s transactions are not signiﬁcantly shaped by their obligations to others, by considerations of moral economy.
This is clearly evident in the transactions for betel nut in the lowland marketplaces,
although not at the haus dua. Marketplace transactions, by-and-large, are not shaped or
motivated by any obligation between buyer and seller. These are transactions between
strangers where, through haggling and guile, traders seek the most betel nut for the least
amount of money. At the same time, transactions between producers and traders are not
removed from considerations of moral economy. But it is the relationships and obligations
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traders have with other traders and, to a lesser extent, those producers have with other producers (cf. Carrier 1995:72-3), which are most pertinent to the tenor of the buyer-seller
transaction. This paper, following Carrier (2018), has described a moral economy that is
rooted in the obligations between trade participants that emerge from their participation in
the trade. In particular I have emphasised how obligations that bind a subset of traders also
entangle others and so have shaped the wider dynamics of trade.
Solidarity shapes the trade in important ways, as it did in the past, but it does not take
the shape of two equal solidary groups compelled, to their own, to transact at a fair price
(cf. Keil 1977). Instead there is a clear power asymmetry between traders and producers.
Here moral economy, rooted in obligations, reinforces power asymmetries within the trade,
and the advantaged position of traders. Modjeska (1985) argued, in relation to pre-colonial
Melanesia, that status inequality between transactors meant the terms of exchange (price)
frequently settled at inequitable rates. And this is indeed evident in relations between betel
nut traders and producers in lowland marketplaces. The rise of bargaining, however, means
this no longer necessarily favours the ‘seller’ position, as suggested by Modjeska
(1985:158-60).
Moral obligation bolstered by self-interest tempers competition amongst traders, concentrates competition instead upon their interactions with producers, and reinforces the
power asymmetries between traders and producers. Collusion amongst traders is largely
opportunistic, and is not so durable or predictable that it may be considered cartel-like.
Traders mutually beneﬁt from working together to manipulate prices – moral obligations are
by no means the only thing that encourages traders to work together. At the same time,
cooperation amongst traders, and successfully haggling and manipulating the marketplace
together, becomes part of what bonds traders together. Traders pride themselves on their
ability to push down the prices of producers, whether by skill or cunning. But their moral
obligations to other traders, reinforced and created through the trade itself, mean that traders
also often ﬁnd themselves morally compelled to haggle.
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NOTES
1. For example the ﬁsh-for-sago markets in the Sepik (Gewertz 1983), organized and regular trading on the
Gazelle Peninsula (Salisbury 1970), and the gimwali trading in island Milne Bay (Malinowski 1932). Also discussed in Brookﬁeld (1969:4-10), Gell (1992) and Keil (1977). Sillitoe (1978:274) notes of one highland group
‘The concept behind the market, of people offering things for sale, is alien.’
2. Epstein (1982:87) notes this would not necessarily exist in more socially diverse marketplaces.
3. In Rabaul market, vendors commonly pointed out ﬂaws in their own produce to prospective buyers (Salisbury
1970:183). This can build trust and cultivate repeat patronage, but in this case Salisbury attributed it to vendors
eager to demonstrate their skill as gardeners and as discerning judges to other Tolai. Salisbury (1970:177) notes
that it is permissible for Tolai men to participate in more competitive transactions.
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4. ‘Outsider’ intermediaries are also common beyond the region (Bonacich 1973). In Paciﬁc marketplaces there
was ‘only rarely any bargaining or haggling except where intermediaries are active’ (Brookﬁeld 1969:2).
Brookﬁeld (1969:21-24) describes active intermediary involvement in Fijian, New Caledonian and Tahitian
markets, but notes its absence in Papua New Guinea.
5. In Manus Province c. 1980, Carrier and Carrier (1989:158) noted, in local markets (both cash and barter)
Ponam buyers, who were dependent on the trade for their subsistence, ‘harangued their opposite numbers about
the poor quantity and quality of market goods or occasionally got carried away and attacked market tables
with axes’.
6. In the Asarifa betel nut marketplace, a short distance from the main fresh food marketplace in Goroka, vendors
frequently call out to prospective customers.
7. Resellers comprised 15% of fresh food/betel nut vendors at Kokopo main market, and 28% of fresh food/betel
nut vendors at Kimbe main market, in one-day spot surveys in 2015 by the author and researchers from the
PNG Coconut and Cocoa Institute and the PNG Oil Palm Research Association.
8. In long-distance trading in the pre-colonial highlands, objects were traded over long distances in chain-like
steps. However, in contrast to the present-day trade of betel nut, the traders themselves only travelled short distances (Hughes 1977).
9. Betel nut only grows to around 1100 m above sea level. Betel pepper grows to around 1000 m above sea level.
10. Betel nut and fresh food are frequently sold in the same marketplaces although betel nut sales are banned from
some government controlled marketplaces.
11. Bag standardisation means, on any one day, bags in the same marketplace generally receive a similar price.
Both traders and producers are aware of the prevailing prices so, unless there is a signiﬁcant departure from the
established prices, often there is little need to negotiate. The size of the standard bag does differ from marketplace to marketplace.
12. Mosko (2013:189) and Sykes (2007:264-5) do note, however, the use of magic in marketing to attract potential
customers and elicit higher prices.
13. Beer (2006:116) relates that Wampar people, betel nut producers in lowland Morobe Province, feel they have
been marginalised within the betel nut trade which was once their own, and consider highlanders to be inherently quarrelsome, aggressive and quick to resort to physical violence. Many of Hagen’s traders would describe
themselves in similar terms, but there is an element of performance to their behaviour. Traders are all too happy
to perpetuate such stereotypes and associated fears. People from the lowlands also often see themselves as morally superior to, and of greater intelligence than, those from the highlands (Beer 2008:105), although highlanders will often evoke the same criticism of lowland people, especially when they assert lowlanders lack of
business acumen.
14. Busse (2019) describes the moral critique in the Goroka area of reselling fresh food. The same moral critique
does not extend to betel nut which is not produced in the highlands so ‘local social relations do not factor in its
production (M. Strathern 1992). It is therefore qualitatively different to, say, sweet potato or pigs that have been
reared on a clan’s land, nurtured locally and through their production and exchange are conceived of as part of
the ﬂow of local substance that contributes to wealth, fertility and social reproduction (LiPuma 1988;
A. Strathern and Stewart 1999). Betel nut’s recent introduction to the highlands gives it a certain social plasticity and moral ambiguity’ (Sharp 2016:85).
15. In pre-colonial trade in the highlands ‘Risk to life and limb was the one meaningful transport cost’ (Hughes
1977:205).
16. Similar competition, and reserving practices, occurs amongst women marketplace vendors in their efforts to
buy from the traders in the highlands.
17. Non-competitive bidding, where traders do not interfere with another trader’s bidding, is a widely observed
principle of haggling in peasant marketplaces (Uchendu 1967).
18. When large amounts of betel nut and betel pepper need to be harvested in a short period it is reasonably common for producers to pay teams of young boys to do it (see Curry et al. 2019, on the increasing use of paid
labour).
19. Lime producers from Labubutu (Morobe) have experimented with a similar timetable whereby the village was
divided into groups which would take it in turns marketing in Lae. Similar has occurred amongst dry coconut
sellers in the Kerevat marketplace (East New Britain).
20. Occasionally these relationships lead to marriages (Sharp 2016:81-3) and adoptions.
21. For example, on one occasion I accompanied traders who chose to purchase ten kilogram Roots Rice bags of
betel nut in the Turubu area for K25 when that morning they had witnessed the same size bags being sold for
K10 at the marketplace in Wewak.
22. Women traders are more evident in less distant lowland marketplaces, such as in Madang and the Markham
Valley, than they are in distant marketplaces, such as Wewak and Popondetta.
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